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1 Introduction 
This report describes the Southern Flow Corridor – Landowner Preferred Alternative project.  Project 

design elements, flood level reduction benefits, and design, construction, real estate, and maintenance 

costs are presented.  This report is designed to be a concise description of the Southern Flow Corridor 

(SFC) project.  The project background, alternatives analysis, context within Project Exodus, and other 

additional information are contained in the Project Exodus Final Report dated February 2010. 

2 Background 
Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Inc. (NHC) in conjunction with HBH Engineering Consultants was 

selected by the Oregon Solutions Design Team to analyze flooding on the Wilson River in Tillamook 

County, Oregon and develop solutions to reduce flood levels.   After an alternatives analysis and several 

rounds of revision and input from the OS Design Team, the preferred alternative was selected named 

Project Exodus.  Project Exodus consists of three separate, independent elements that address flood 

level reduction in the lower Wilson River floodplain, the Southern Flow Corridor being one of them.  

Subsequent to the selection of Project Exodus, the OS Design Team decided to pursue implementation 

of the SFC as a priority.  Among the reasons were that the SFC provides by far the largest benefits in 

flood damage reduction, both in terms of flood levels and area benefitted, and that the SFC had 

potential significant funding available in the form of FEMA alternate project funds through the Port of 

Tillamook Bay. 

At the same time, concerns were raised with the original SFC proposal in regards to the conversion of 

agricultural lands to restored marsh as a result of the proposed levee removals.   NHC was then directed 

to evaluate the hydraulic impacts of the SFC on its own as a standalone project, and to investigate 

alternatives that minimized the amount of agricultural lands that might be lost.  NHC presented its 

findings in June 2010, which demonstrated that the SFC did indeed provide flood level reduction 

benefits on its own, and that alternatives were available that allowed some of the originally targeted 

agricultural lands to remain as such rather than being acquired and converted to salt marsh.   

With this information, Tillamook County began real estate discussions with landowners whose 

properties were required to be purchased outright for the project.  Leo Kuntz of Nehalem Marine began 

discussions with adjacent landowners and those whose lands were identified as needing dike 

modifications but not acquisition.  As a result of these discussions, the project was slightly modified to 

match landowner desires.  As such, the project was named Southern Flow Corridor – Landowner 

Preferred Alternative.  NHC modeled this modification to ensure continued flood level reduction 

performance.  At the May 13, 2011 OS Design Team meeting, this modification was approved. 
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3 Project Description 

3.1 Overview 

The primary intent of Southern Flow Corridor (Figure 1) is to remove manmade impediments to flood 

flows to the maximum extent possible in the lower Wilson River floodplain.  The project accomplishes 

this by extensive removal of existing levees and fill.  New setback tidal dikes are required to protect 

adjacent private lands.  Areas outside the setback dikes will be restored to tidal marsh.   
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Figure 1: Southern Flow Corridor Project Elements 
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3.2 Project Elements 

3.2.1 Levee and Fill Removal 

Removal of the numerous levees and fills within the flow corridor provides the conveyance capacity 

increase that results in reduction of flood levels over a wide area of the lower Wilson River floodplain.  

In general, material will be removed to slightly below natural floodplain/marsh level.  This elevation is 

around 9 feet at the mouth of the Wilson River, increasing to 10+ feet farther upstream.  Lowering areas 

further than this could provide some additional flood level reduction, but the cost increase would be 

large and the benefits temporary as the tides and river will rebuild the lands back up to natural 

elevations.  In a few locations, primarily in the area south of Hoquarton Slough, some short levee 

segments that are parallel to the flood flow path may be left as is.  These segments will not affect flood 

level reduction as they are parallel to the flow, and they have established trees growing on them that 

provide habitat benefit.  

Construction sequencing and methods are important in this task and are discussed further in the 

construction section.  It is estimated there is 98,000 cubic yards of fill to be removed.  The removed fill 

will be used for the new dikes, filling ditches, and any remainder spread on site to speed rebuilding to 

natural salt marsh elevations.   

3.2.2 New and Upgraded Dikes 

7000 feet of new tidal dike will be constructed in order to protect adjacent agricultural lands from tidal 

influence in the project area.  3100 feet of existing dike will be upgraded and tied into the new dike. 

There will be three dike segments constructed.   

Most of the dikes will be built to the design elevation of 12 feet, with some adjustments where they tie 

into existing dikes or high ground.  This elevation was selected based on modeling various dike 

elevations and historic tidal data – the goal is to build as low a structure as possible to pass river flood 

flows out while preventing high tides and coastal storm surges from getting in.  The downstream side of 

each dike will have a 5:1 slope in order to pass overtopping floodwaters with minimal damage.   

Construction will consist of stripping organic topsoils, excavating any soft or unsuitable soils in the 

subgrade, compacting the subgrade, and then constructing the dike proper.  The dike will be 

constructed with materials from removal of the existing levees and fill.  Organic topsoils stripped from 

the dike footprint and from spoils being removed elsewhere on the site will be placed on the side slopes 

and all exposed surfaces hydroseeded.  The dike will be topped with an all-weather, crushed rock driving 

surface. 

3.2.3 New Floodgates 

A new high capacity floodgate structure will be incorporated in the middle dike in order to replace the 

existing gates, provide additional conveyance capacity, and allow rapid post flood drainage.  The four 

5x12 foot side hinge gates on the existing flood gate at the western end of the project area will be 

reused on the new floodgate, and an additional four gates added.  The structure is anticipated to be a 

cast in place concrete structure with a sheet pile seepage cut off wall.  The gates are designed to 

function only during floods and so will be set around floodplain elevation rather than in a channel.  The 
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upper end of the relic Nolan Slough channel will be excavated to the outlet of the new floodgates to 

serve as the exit channel from the gates.  Flood flows will pass through the gates every second or third 

year, a sufficient frequency which will keep the channel open and able to convey flood flows out to the 

main river channels and bay. 

3.2.4 Hall Slough Elements 

Flood reduction requires improving the hydraulic connectivity between Hall and Blind Sloughs.  This will 

be accomplished by removing the Fuhrman Road berm and construction of a Hall Slough – Blind Slough 

connector channel.   

3.2.5 Drainage Network Improvements 

Existing 5 and 6 ft diameter round tidegates currently installed on the site will be reused on replacement 

pipes in the new dikes to provide equal or better drainage from adjacent pasture lands.  In the north 

dike, the outlet channels will use existing or constructed sinuous tidal channels to provide connections 

to the main river.  Improvements to the existing drainage ditches inside the new dike will be made as 

necessary to connect them to the new tidegates and ensure that equal or better drainage is maintained 

once the project is implemented.  This will be a relatively minor project component consisting of 

cleaning existing ditches and excavating some new connector segments near the new levee.  

3.2.6 Habitat Restoration and Other Elements 

Habitat restoration activities will generally be limited to removing constructed features that would 

impede the free exchange of tides within the project.  The natural processes linked to the tides will bring 

in the water, salinity, sediment, and seeds that will initiate process based natural restoration. 

Existing ditches will be filled with onsite organic materials in order to ensure natural tidal channels can 

develop without being short-circuited by the linear ditches.  Existing relic tidal channels will have plugs 

and culverts removed to allow full tidal access.  The few roads on site will have any crushed rock or large 

gravel surfaces removed and the roadbed de-compacted.  There is one barn and one residence within 

the project area that will be demolished. 

4 Flood Reduction Benefits 
Flood level reduction and increases for the 2001 (~ 1.5-year), 1999 (~6-year), and 100-year floods are 

shown in the following figures.  It can be seen that the project provides flood level reductions across 

most of the lower Wilson River floodplain at all sizes of floods.  Some small flood reductions extend up 

the Tillamook and Trask systems. 

4.1 Areas of Flood Level Increases 
Flood level rises due to the project are predicted in one area in small floods, east of the new Middle Dike 

(“A” in Figure 2). This area is benefited under current conditions by the large flood storage volume 

available in the wetlands acquisition area.  In smaller, more frequent floods, flows between Hall and 

Dougherty Sloughs will now fill the reduced storage volume more rapidly.  Although the new dike will 

have substantially larger flood gate capacity, these will not begin to operate until water levels inside 
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exceed those outside, so water levels will quickly rise to somewhat above the flood/tide level outside.  

At this point, the flood gates will begin to operate and discharge water out.  It is important to note that 

these increases only occur in very small floods; in larger floods, the area benefits from similar flood level 

reductions as the rest of the floodplain.   
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Figure 2:  Changes in Flood Levels, 2001 Flood (1.5 yr Flood) 
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Figure 3: Changes in Flood Levels, 1999 Flood (6-yr Flood) 
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Figure 4: Changes in Flood Levels, 100-yr Flood 
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4.2 Long Term Changes in the Southern Flow Corridor 
Restoration of tidal flows to the project site will initiate significant long term changes in the lands that 

have been protected by the diking system for decades.  Most of the freshwater wetland and pasture 

vegetation within the Wetlands Acquisition Area will not be able to tolerate the saline waters that will 

enter the site and will quickly die off.  Given that the site is subsided by several feet, the lands will 

initially convert to low marsh or even mud flat habitats.  Lower portions of the spruce forest in the 

northwest corner will also likely die off, either through salinity or simply higher water levels.  Forested 

wetlands along the southern project boundary near the City may also see die off due to higher water 

levels once they are not protected by dikes.  Recent sampling of Hoquarton, Dougherty, and Hall Sloughs 

by TEP showed little to no salinity, indicating the project site is located in the transition zone between 

freshwater and saltwater tidal habitats.  Vegetation within the project areas farther from the bay may 

not see saline or brackish waters.  

Removal of the dikes combined with daily high tides and river flows will immediately begin bringing 

sediment onto the site.  Ultimately it is expected the lands will rebuild from their current subsided 

condition up to high marsh, which around the project site typically sit 1-2 feet higher than MHHW.  

Rates of marsh building are difficult to predict, but are expected to occur on the timescale of decades.  

The abundant sediment supply and proximity to the rivers should help to accelerate the process.  Areas 

close to the river and connected tidal channels will rebuild quicker, while more distant ends of the site 

will receive less sediment and accrete slower. 

Channel changes due to the project are expected in several areas.  Blind Slough will undergo 

enlargement as it becomes an important flood flow channel, conveying flows both from new floodgates 

in the dike and from the Hall Slough connector channel.  Other relic tidal channels within the Wetlands 

Acquisition Area will also adjust as they begin to convey tidal flows in and out of the site again. 

Some lateral movement and change of the main river channels can also be expected where rock 

armoring is removed.   Channel migration is expected to be relatively small based on historic patterns.   

4.3  Sustainability of Flood Level Reduction Benefits 
The ability of Project Exodus to continue providing flood reduction benefits under changing conditions 

was tested for two scenarios using the 1999 (5-yr flood).  Simulating lands in the upper conveyance 

corridor that had been rebuilt to natural floodplain levels resulted in minimal changes to project 

performance.  Of greater concern is long term sea level rise.  The current IPCC predictions for global sea 

level rise by 2100 are from 0.6 to 2 feet.  Model runs of the 1999 (5-yr flood) with tidal sequences one 

and two feet higher than observed were performed.  Flood level reductions due to Project Exodus 

persisted in most of the area with the one foot rise, but were not seen with a two foot rise due to the 

tidal backwater extending through the area. 
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5 Implementation Tasks and Costs 

5.1 Real Estate 

Real estate needed to implement this element is summarized in Table 1 and Figure 5 below.  The entire 

384 acres of County owned public lands in the project area (the Wetlands Acquisition Area) are used for 

flow conveyance and habitat restoration.  Around 6 acres of land owned by the City of Tillamook will be 

needed to tie dikes into high ground and some fill removal.  120 acres of private lands are to be 

acquired.  The two Jones parcels totaling 48 acres are currently in pasture.  The Allen parcel is in 

agricultural use, but the 4.1 acres required are mostly open water and associated wetlands of Blind 

Slough, not pasture.  The Fuhrman property is a residence on the banks of the Wilson River with a 

driveway access (not shown) from Goodspeed Road.  The Sadri property is predominately spruce forest 

wetland.   

There are six additional private properties held by four owners where temporary construction and flood 

easements will be required for either dike upgrades, levee lowering, or fill removal (yellow areas in 

Figure 5).  The flood easements will set the elevations existing dikes on the properties may be 

maintained at in order to ensure continued function of the Southern Flow Corridor.  

The Allen cost is estimated by applying the per acre option cost for the Sadri property, which is similar in 

type (wetlands and open water).  The Jones cost uses unit costs from an appraisal recently completed on 

the same property for acquisition of 30 acres.  The flood control easement costs are based on an 

estimate of $550/acre considering the benefits accrued and changes to the properties due to the 

construction and easements acquired.  These properties will all benefit from reduced flood levels due to 

the project, and are all within the floodway and so already have an existing high level of restriction on 

allowable activities.  The temporary construction easements are estimated at $10,000 each. 

Table 1: Real Estate Costs 

ID Property  Acres Cost ($) Note 

A Fuhrman 1.5 $  675,000 Signed Option 

B Allen 4.3 $    31,300 Estimate 

C Jones 48.0 $  192,000 Scaled Appraisal 

D Sadri 66.0 $  485,000 Signed Option 

E Aufdermauer (Flood Easement) 50.5 $     27,800 Estimate 

F Beeler (Flood Easement) 34.8 $     19,100 Estimate 

G Temp. Construction Easements (2) -- $     20,000 Estimate 

  Subtotal $ 1,450,200  

 Appraisals/negotiations  $    60,500  

 Title Reports  $      2,500  

 Surveys for Legal Descriptions  $    12,000  

 Environmental Assessment  $    12,500  

 Closing costs/Title Insurance  $      2,500  

 TOTAL  $  1,540,200  
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Figure 5: Southern Flow Corridor Real Estate Status and Needs 

5.2 Design and Engineering 
Key tasks will include ground survey and detailed field inspection of all sites.  A geotechnical 

investigation of the new dike alignment will be required, including some borings and test pits.  

Completion of these tasks will give greater certainty to quantity and cost estimates.  The 30% plan set 

will contain all information needed to support permit submittal. The hydraulic model will be updated to 

reflect the current design and the analysis rerun.  The project will be analyzed using the new FEMA 

model for regulatory compliance.  Final design will complete the preliminary design and incorporate any 

permit review and other environmental assessment requirements that may occur.  The end deliverable 

will be a construction ready plans, specifications, and engineering (PSE) package.  Costs for design and 

engineering are included in the construction cost estimate presented below. 
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5.3 Permitting 
No major permitting hurdles are anticipated for Project Exodus.  The Southern Flow Corridor has large 

ecosystem restoration benefits, and by itself would likely qualify for a streamlined restoration permit, 

based on work developing the April 2009 grant application for a smaller restoration of the Wetland 

Acquisition site.  The full participation of regulatory agencies in the Oregon Solutions process and their 

familiarity with the Wetlands Acquisition Area and proposed project will also help to streamline the 

permitting process.  

Environmental permitting was scoped and a cost estimate developed in 2010.  Based on this scope the 

following elements would be completed: 

1. Environmental Permit Scoping 

2. Wetland Delineation 

3. Wetland Functional Assessment 

4. Cultural Resources Assessment 

5. Assessment of State and Federal Listed Species (ESA) 

6. Alternatives Analysis / Impact Assessment 

7. Mitigation Plan 

8. Joint Wetland Permit Package 

9. Biological Assessment 

10. Agency and Client Coordination 

11. Project Management 

5.3.1 Anticipated Permits 

The agencies and anticipated permits that will be required for this project are as follows: 

Corps of Engineers & Oregon Division of State Lands - Joint Fill and Removal Permit  

Work below the ordinary high water line or in wetlands requires a Joint Fill and Removal permit from 

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the State of Oregon.  The Southern Flow Corridor has been 

designed to qualify under the Federal Nationwide Permit (NWP-27) and the General Authorization under 

the State of Oregon Removal-Fill Law.  These programs are designed to streamline the permitting 

process for restoration activities.  The NWP-27 authorizes the restoration of former tidal waters, the 

enhancement of degraded tidal wetlands, and the creation of tidal wetlands. The NWP-27 provides 

authorization for all wetland creation activities, provided those activities comply with the terms and 

conditions of the NWP-27.   

Oregon´s Removal-Fill Law also allows the Oregon Division of State Lands to grant, by administrative 

rule, General Authorizations for removal and fill activities that would cause only minimal individual and 

cumulative environmental impacts, and would not result in long-term harm to water resources of the 

state.  To be eligible for this General Authorization, the project must be for the specific purpose of 

wetland restoration.  The Southern Flow Corridor element meets the type of projects allowed, criteria, 

and specific authorized activities. 
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National Marine Fisheries Service – Slopes IV Restoration 

The Southern Flow Corridor has been designed to comport with NOAA Fisheries restoration 

programmatic biological opinion (SLOPES IV).  The project meets the requirements of SLOPES IV as it 

applies to the Oregon Coast Coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch).  All of the proposed actions are within 

the range of anticipated effects considered in SLOPES IV.  SLOPES IV Restoration identifies and 

authorizes nine categories of action related to stream restoration and fish passage.  This project is 

limited to five of these categories - Fish Passage Restoration, Off- and Side-Channel Habitat Restoration, 

Set-back Existing Berms, Dikes, and Levees, Streambank Restoration, and Water Control Structure 

Removal.  

The Joint Fill and Removal permit will trigger the following state agency actions during the public review 

process.  Agency comments will condition the permit as per each agency’s requirements.  

Oregon Division of State Lands - Wetland Determinations and Delineations   

For projects proposed in wetlands, the state removal-fill permit application requires that wetland 

delineation be completed and verified or “concurred with” by DSL before the permit can be issued. 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

In-Water Timing Guidelines:  The in-water work window for Tillamook Bay is November 1 – February 15 

and July 1 – September 15 for the Wilson and Trask Rivers.  In all likelihood, this project will incorporate 

work that falls into both timeframes.   

Fish Passage Requirement: The owner or operator of an artificial obstruction located in waters in which 

native migratory fish are currently or were historically present must address fish passage requirements 

prior to certain trigger events.  Artificial obstructions include dams, diversions, roads, culverts, tide 

gates, dikes, levees, berms, or any other human-made device placed in the waters of this state that 

precludes or prevents the migration of native migratory fish. 

Habitat Mitigation Recommendation: ODFW recommends mitigation for projects where loss of fish 

and/or wildlife habitat is expected. The purpose of the Fish and Wildlife Habitat Mitigation Policy is to 

create consistent goals and standards to offset the impact to fish and wildlife habitat caused by land and 

water development projects. The policy provides goals and standards for general application to 

individual development projects. 

Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development 

Coastal Zone Management Act Consistency Certification:  Oregon has a federally approved coastal 

management program.  This program generally applies within the state’s coastal zone, extending from 

the boundary of the territorial sea to the crest of the coast range.  Projects requiring a federal license or 

permit within this area must be consistent with the enforceable policies of the coastal management 

program. 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 

1200-C Stormwater Permit: A 1200-C Construction Stormwater National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 

System (NPDES) Permit regulates stormwater runoff from construction activities that disturb one or 
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more acres of land.  The permit requires permit holders prepare an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan 

and incorporate Best Management Practices into their construction work.  

401 Water Quality Certification:  A 401 Water Quality Certification (WQC) is required as a component of 

any federal action that has the potential to result in a discharge to waters of the state, including Joint Fill 

and Removal Permit (USACE/ODSL). The intent is to provide reasonable assurance that permitted 

activities will not violate state water quality standards, as approved by U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA), and therefore will not impair water quality or beneficial uses of waters of the state 

(including wetlands). 

Tillamook County Development Permit 

This project will require coordination with the local government to ensure that land-use planning 

requirements are met.  Most state agencies rely on a Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS) signed by 

a local planner indicating that the project is consistent with the applicable local planning requirements. 

A development permit will also be required for construction within a mapped floodplain.   

5.3.2 Permitting Costs 

The scoped permitting path described above was estimated to cost $203,000, and assumed the Corps of 

Engineers would serve as the lead agency for the NEPA process based on the submittal of the Joint Fill 

and Removal permit to them.  Recent discussions with FEMA have indicated that should FEMA funds be 

used, they would possibly serve as the lead agency for NEPA, and that an Environmental Assessment 

(EA) and/or and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) may be required.  The data collection and 

analysis needed for the original permit scope will provide most of the information needed for an EA/EIS.  

The environmental assessment and permitting cost estimate has therefore been increased to $250,000 

to cover the additional costs. 

5.4 Construction 

5.4.1 Construction Methods and Sequencing 

Specific construction methods will be determined by the construction contractor, subject to permit 

conditions.  Most of the site work required will be conducive to using standard heavy earthmoving 

equipment, including excavators, off-road dump trucks, and possibly scrapers.  Some areas, particularly 

those on either side of Hoquarton Slough and in the center of the northern area, may require tracked 

dump trucks and lighter weight equipment due to wet soil conditions.  There is not enough material 

from the levees to be removed on the south side of Hoquarton Slough to construct the new South Dike; 

therefore, material from the northern area will need to be transported over.  The cost estimate assumes 

a temporary trestle or pontoon bridge across the Slough will be used.  Another option is to haul the 

material required out of the site to Highway 101 and then through town to the southern site.  This 

option avoids bridge costs but would incur additional roadway repair and other costs from use of public 

streets. 

Construction sequencing is critical for implementation of the Southern Flow Corridor.  While the existing 

levees and fill are desired for use in the new dike and ditch filling, the site must also remain protected 

from tides until this work is substantially completed, along with other interior work such as road 
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decommissioning.  If acceptable to permitting agencies, fish exclusion and repair and removal of 

tidegate mitigation devices will be done prior to beginning construction in order to temporarily 

maximize site drainage and make equipment access possible to the wetter areas, primarily for ditch 

filling.  Fortunately the design fill removal elevations, which are tied to natural marsh elevations, are 

above summer high tide levels.  This will allow virtually all the levee and fill removal and new dike 

construction work to occur in an efficient manner.  Existing roads will be utilized and new temporary 

haul roads constructed as needed to facilitate efficient haul loops and use of equipment.     

Once the new dike and flood gates are constructed and all other interior work completed, the remaining 

existing levee fill can be removed.  Existing roads will be decommissioned and equipment access 

restricted to the perimeter of the site. Ultimately the levees must be breached, at which point removal 

of the remaining fill becomes much more difficult.  Final excavation will require working within tide 

cycles, working back out of the project site without the benefit of loop haul roads, and more difficult 

sediment control measures.  However, the quantities of excavation at this final stage are small. 

5.4.2 Construction Costs 

Construction costs were estimated using a variety of sources.  Recent bid prices and experience with 

similar projects in the region were considered.  Nehalem Marine Mfg has been providing construction 

services on the site for several decades and provided specific construction requirements and conditions 

for each element considered.  Earthwork quantities were based on a Lidar topographic surface which 

has been checked with GPS based ground survey. 

Uncertainties include the amount of additional fill that may be required for dike settlement in soft soils 

and the extent of work needed to upgrade the existing dikes to design standards.  The majority of 

construction costs are related to earthmoving.  Construction costs have fluctuated significantly in recent 

years, from very high costs due in part to high diesel prices several years ago to very favorable bids 

typically being received currently due to the poor economic climate.  Costs presented here contain a 

25% contingency in part to allow for this uncertainty. 

Table 2: Construction Cost Estimate 

 No. Item Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 
No. North Dike (New) & Wetland Acquisition Area Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 

1 Clearing & Grubbing (Stockpile to Re-spread on Dike Face) LS 1 $22,000  $22,000  

2 Construction Staking LS 1 $8,000  $8,000  

3 Construction Compaction Testing LS 1 $12,000  $12,000  

4 Erosion Control Measures LS 1 $26,000  $26,000  

5 Filter Fabric at Dike Base and Haul Roads SY 32,600 $2.60  $84,760  

6 Spread Organics on Dike Face CY 10,800 $8  $86,400  

7 Temporary Access Road Aggregate Base Improvements CY 1,800 $30  $54,000  

8 Temporary Access Road Pavement Repair TON 250 $100  $25,000  

9 Remove Old Levee and use in New Dike Core CY 40,000 $22  $880,000  

10 Construction Fencing/Protection LF 10,000 $3  $30,000  

11 Dike Finish Slopes LS 1 $40,000  $40,000  

12 Dike Roadway Aggregate Base (12" depth) (4300 lf x 12' wide) CY 2,000 $30  $60,000  
13 Channel Reconnection Excavation & Haul CY 2,000 $14  $28,000  

14 6' Diameter Culverts with Reuse Tidegates EA 4 $30,000  $120,000  
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 No. Item Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 

15 Demo Existing Structures and Culverts LS 1 $24,000  $24,000  

16 Removal of Plugs/Tidegates, Disposal of Rubbish, Tires LS 1 $24,000  $24,000  

17 Install Woody Debris LS 1 $30,000  $30,000  

18 Ditch Fill w/ Organics & Levee Spoils CY 18000 $12  $216,000  

19 Floating Sedimentation Fences LS 1 $50,000  $50,000  

20 Excavate Swale at Fuhrman Road and Spread on Dike Sides CY 1,100 $14  $15,400  

21 Temporary Dewatering LS 1 $28,000  $28,000  

22 Armor Protection CY 400 $32  $12,800  

23 Hydroseed Levee AC 5 4000 20000 
No.  GoodSpeed Road (Upgrade) Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 

1 Clearing & Grubbing (Stockpile to Re-spread on Dike Face) CY 700 $8  $5,600  

2 Construction Staking LS 1 $3,000  $3,000  

3 Construction Compaction Testing LS 1 $5,000  $5,000  

4 Erosion Control Measures LS 1 $5,000  $5,000  

5 Filter Fabric at Dike Base and Haul Road SY 5,600 $2.60  $14,560  

6 Spread Organics on Dike Face CY 700 $4  $2,800  

7 Temporary Access Road Aggregate Base Improvements CY 1,000 $30  $30,000  

8 Haul in Material for New Dike from Spoils Pile CY 1,600 $22  $35,200  

9 Dike Finish Slopes LS 1 $5,000  $5,000  

10 Hydroseed Levee AC 0.5 4000 $2,000  

11 Dike Roadway Aggregate Base (12" depth) (2100 lf x 12' wide) CY 950 $30  $28,500  
No. Middle Dike Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 

1 Clearing & Grubbing LS 1 $9,300  $9,300  

2 Construction Staking LS 1 $4,000  $4,000  

3 Construction Compaction Testing LS 1 $3,000  $3,000  

4 Erosion Control Measures LS 1 $500  $500  

5 Filter Fabric at Dike Base and Haul Road SY 6,800 $2.60  $17,680  

6 Spread Organics on Dike Face CY 730 $4  $2,920  

7 Temporary Access Road Aggregate Base Improvements CY 900 $30  $27,000  

8 Temporary Access Road Pavement Repair TON 50 $100  $5,000  

9 Remove Old Levee and use in Ditches on Field (short haul) CY 900 $22  $19,800  

10 Haul in Material for New Dike from Spoils Pile CY 5,400 $28  $151,200  

11 Dike Finish Slopes LS 1 $5,000  $5,000  
12 Dike Roadway Aggregate Base (12" depth) (1100 lf x 12' wide) CY 500 $30  $15,000  

13 New Flood Structure (8) 5x12 S.H. Gates EA 1 $500,000  $500,000  

14 Hydroseed Levee AC 1 4000 $4,000  

15 Armor Protection CY 200 $32  $6,400  

16 Excavate Tidal Channel (Upper Nolan Slough) CY 8000 $14  $112,000  
No.  South Dike New Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 

1 Clearing & Grubbing (Stockpile to Re-spread on Dike Face) LS 1 $28,320  $28,320  

2 Construction Staking LS 1 $4,000  $4,000  

3 Construction Compaction Testing LS 1 $4,000  $4,000  

4 Erosion Control Measures LS 1 $6,000  $6,000  

5 Filter Fabric at Dike Base SY 7,080 $2.60  $18,408  

6 Temporary Trestle/Pontoon Bridge LS 1 $50,000  $50,000  

7 Spread Organics on Dike Face CY 1100 $8  $8,800  

8 Temporary Access Road Aggregate Base Improvements CY 2,000 $30  $60,000  

9 Remove Old Dike and use in New Dike Core (South Levee) CY 2,000 $22  $44,000  

10 Haul Excess Material from South Levees to Field CY 10,000 $14  $140,000  

11 Excavate & Haul N. Hoquarton Spoils CY 2,000 $32  $64,000  

12 Haul in Material for New Dike from Spoils Pile CY 8,300 $22  $182,600  

13 Construction Fencing/Protection LF 2,000 $3  $6,000  

14 Dike Finish Slopes LS 1 $8,000  $8,000  

15 Hydroseed Levee AC 2 4000 $8,000  
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 No. Item Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 

16 Dike Roadway Aggregate Base (12" depth) (1800 lf x 12' wide) CY 800 $22  $17,600  
No.  South Dike Upgrade Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 

1 Clearing & Grubbing (Stockpile to Re-spread on Dike Face) LS 1 $4,000  $4,000  

2 Construction Staking LS 1 $3,000  $3,000  

3 Construction Compaction Testing LS 1 $3,000  $3,000  

4 Erosion Control Measures LS 1 $2,000  $2,000  

5 Spread Organics from Levee Removal on Dike Face  CY 1,100 $8  $8,800  

6 Haul in Material for New Dike from Spoils Pile CY 1,600 $22  $35,200  

7 Dike Finish Slopes LS 1 $10,000  $10,000  

8 Dike Roadway Aggregate Base (12" depth) (1200 lf x 10' wide) CY 450 $30  $13,500  

9 6' Diameter Culverts with Reuse Tidegates EA 1 $30,000  $30,000  
No. Beeler Levee Lower Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 

1 Clearing & Grubbing  LS 1 $9,000  $9,000  

3 Construction Staking LS 1 $3,000  $3,000  

4 Construction Compaction Testing LS 1 $3,000  $3,000  

5 Erosion Control Measures LS 1 $5,000  $5,000  

6 Grade Levee/Place spoils on levee slope CY 1900 $8  $15,200  

7 Levee Finish Slopes LS 1 $10,000  $10,000  

8 Levee Roadway Aggregate Base (12" depth) (4600 lf x 12' wide) CY 2,050 $30  $61,500  

9 6' Diameter Culverts with Reuse Tidegates EA 1 $30,000  $30,000  
No.  Aufdemeyer Levee Lower Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount 

1 Clearing & Grubbing  LS 1 $9,000  $9,000  

2 Construction Staking LS 1 $3,000  $3,000  

3 Construction Compaction Testing LS 1 $3,000  $3,000  

4 Erosion Control Measures LS 1 $8,000  $8,000  

5 Grade Levee/Place spoils on levee slope CY 1900 $8  $15,200  

6 Levee Finish Slopes LS 1 $20,000  $20,000  

7 Levee Roadway Aggregate Base (12" depth) (6500 lf x 10' wide) CY 2,400 $30  $72,000  

8 6' Diameter Culverts with Reuse Tidegates EA 1 $30,000  $30,000  

9 Temporary Access Road Aggregate Base (2000 lf) CY 900 $30  $27,000  

10 Temporary Access Road Filter Fabric SY 2700 $2.60  $7,020  

            

  Mobilization @ 5%       $200,298  
   Subtotal Construction Costs       $4,206,266  

   Permitting       $250,000  

   Engineering, Administration, Construction Mngt @ 18%       $757,128  

   Subtotal Project Costs       $5,213,394  

   25% Contingency       $1,303,349  

   Total Project Costs       $6,516,743  

 

5.5 Maintenance and Operation 
Long term maintenance costs on public lands and dikes are expected to be lower with implementation 

of the project.  Around 45,000 feet of levee, including 30,000 feet that run along river channels and are 

exposed to higher erosive stresses, will be replaced with 7000 feet of new, wider, better constructed 

dike, very little of which is near any channel.  The new floodgates will all be constructed of corrosion 

resistant materials and have a longer life span than the numerous older steel culverts now in use. 

Maintenance costs are estimated based on the experience of Nehalem Marine Mfg. in maintaining most 

of the levees and dikes in the area for over two decades and NHC’s experience in the design and repair 
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of overtopping dikes.  Annual maintenance will consist of dike and floodgate inspection and mowing of 

the dike slopes.   

Project infrastructure requiring maintenance will consist of 10,100 feet of setback dike and associated 

flood gates. Annual mowing and inspection of the dike system is assumed to cost $4,000/yr, around 

what is spent on the current system.  Floodgate seals and bearings are estimated to have a life of 10 

years, and require $4,000 to replace.  The dikes are set back from the river channel, built at a low height 

(most of the system will be only 4-6 feet high) and designed to overtop and allow floodwaters to exit to 

Tillamook Bay without significant damage under frequent flood conditions. It is assumed that floods 

greater than 10-year events will cause some damage to the dikes due to greater overtopping depths and 

durations. Damages are expected to be surface erosion on the downstream dike face.  An allowance of 

$150,000 every 10 years is made for damage repair.  Using a conservative value of $30/cubic yard for 

dike materials delivered, graded, and compacted would provide up to 5,000 cubic yards of dike repair 

per incident, a volume that is unlikely to be needed based on past experience.  Allowing for 

miscellaneous other costs, maintenance costs are estimated at $20,000/year. 

 

 

 

  


